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ASBSU holds final fall meeting; four senators may not return
- BY TESSA
Assistant

SCHWEIGERT
News Editor

The Associated
Students
of
Boise State University Senate voted
Tuesday to conclude the fall 2005
semester with Thursday's 4:45 p.m.
meeting. For four Senators, it may
be their final meeting as members
ofASBSU.

ASBSU Senators Michael Boblc,
Christian Busnardo, and Sasa Zuko
will not return for the spring 2006
semester, and Sen. LaTlsha Clark
may also resign. Before It Is final,
they will each be required to write
a letter of formal resignation, said
Sen. Wyatte Parke.
ASBSU Administrative Assistant
Debby Flores said Busnardo will

!

become an ASBSU lobbyist, Boblc
is going to Norway In the. spring
semester, Zuko has a class conflict
and Clark may resign also because
of a class conflict.
ASBSU Vice President Kamron
Ahmed said Wednesday that he Is
graduating and will not return for
the spring 2006 semester.
.
Senators voted on Tuesday to reo

convene on Tuesday, Jan. 17 for .a
speclal appointment session. With
four possible resignations and a vacant ASBSU chief of staff position,
Sen. Katie Io Rupert said she would
like to fill the new positions early in
the spring term.
Busnardo proposed to have cake
during Thursday's meeting for departing senators and "to celebrate

one heck of a semester."
Also In their Tuesday meeting,
senators unanimously passed a resolution to support Implementation
ofthe smoke-free entrance policy.
The resolution states that ASBSU
does not support immediate changes to make BSU a smoke-free campus, but "is open to taking steps to
reach the goal of a smoke-free cam- .

concern

pus In the future."
The stated purpose of the resnlution Is to create a healthier envlronment for all students, staff and
faculty.
According to the resolution, all
entrances to BSU buildings should
be smoke-free 3lHeet from the door,
which brings BSU in accordance
with Idaho state code.

BSU aims
to 'smoke out'
tobacco use
BY MICAH

MCL.AUGHL.IN

News Writer

Hot cider, information and help
were offered on the Quad as Boise
State participated
in the Great
American Smokeout the Thursday
before
Thanksgiving
break.
Thursday, Nov. 17 marked the 28th
Great American Smoke out, sponsored by the American Cancer
Society. Health, Well ness and
'Counseling Services, along with
the BSU Respiratory Therapy Club,
the American Lung Association and
Central District Health Department,
were out to help people quit and to
raise awareness about the risks of
smoldng and tobacco in general.
Kate Guerrero, health educator
for HWC, credited Nicole Mulberry,
an HWC intern, with coordinating
the event. Mulberry is a health promotion major here at BSU.
HWC provided information on
tobacco, along with tools to help
peoplequit using it.
They had numerous pamphlets,
comparative lungs (one from a
smoker, the other from a nonsmoker) and even a chance to win prizes
by spinning a wheel and answering
a question correctiy. HWC was also
providing "Quit Kits" to help smokers quit, and cans of nicotine-free
chew to aid smokeless tobacco users in quitting.
"[There are) all kinds of tools in
the Quit Kit," according to Guerrero.
The kits. contained
pamphlets,
cards, magnets, candy, gum, exercise balls and thick rubber wristbands.
"Tobacco is a huge problem," said
Guerrero. "it kills about 420 thousand Americans a year. That's sad
because it is 100 percent preventable."
.
According to Guerrero, HWC was
trying to get smokers to quit for a
day and then two and so forth in order to help them quit.
Those involved want to "try to get
them to understand that they have
the strength to ... [quit]," Guerrero
said.
The Respiratory Therapy Club
were set up next to HWC and were
providing lung capacity tests.
They were using a machine that
measures the force and volume of
the air, which one exhales. through
a tube connected to the device.
.
By using factors such as height,
weight, age and sex, the-machine
estimates how you will perform,
Its results include lung capacity
, and eqalvalentage (of one's lung
~ccord!ngtoone's performance) .
. .•.ArOund ·175-people had stopped
by around 1p.m.
..
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the"policy,: insisting that it viorates
mentexpectsth,eresultsoftheinvestigation into the Baghdad secret prison -. Steiger's free-speeclt rights. Green '
and into other prisons by the end of wrote a letter to Reilly, urging him to
"rldtheUW System of this deplorable
the week.Laith Kubba, a spokesman
mandate."
for Prime Minister Ibrahim al-Iaafari,
In a letter to Attorney General Peg
said Saturday.
Lautenschiager, Reilly doesn't supInterior Minister Bayn Iabr has
port or defend the policy at UW-Eau
downplayed the extent of the probBAGHDAD, Iraq -IraqlauthoriClaire, which he says Is similar to a
lem, saying that only seven prisoners
ties have been torturing and abusing
.
out of the 169 who were discovered at policy at UW-Madlson.
prisoners in jails across the country,
Instead, Reilly says that all schools
the facility In Baghdad's Jadriyah discurrent and former Iraqi officials
In the UWSystem make campus faciltrict had been mistreated.
charged.
'
ities and student funding available to
Adnan Thabit, the head of the
Deputy Human Rights Minister
student religious organizations, and
Interior Ministry's special police
Aida Ussayran and Gen. Muntadhar
that the UW System is committed to
commandos, said that wh!le misMuhi al-Samaraee, a former head of takes had been made, perhaps only
state and federal civil rights laws.
special forces at the Ministry of the
Reilly says UW-Eau Claire was
one detainee out of every. 200 had
Interior, made the allegations two
clarifying its policy, bl!,t given the
been mistreated.
weeks after 169 men who apparently
similarities of, policies elsewhere
had' been tortured were' discovered
in the UW System, he was seeking
in a south-central Baghdad buildLautenschlager's advice.
Ing run by the Interior Ministry. The
"I am requesting your written
men reportedly had been beaten with
opinion as to whether the univerleather belts and steel rods, crammed
sity's practice is consistent with,
into tiny rooms with tens of others
First Amendment standards," Reilly ,
University ,of Wisconsin System
and forced to sit in their own excrewrites.
President Kevin Reilly recently asked
ment.
the state attorney general to deterA senior American military official,
mine, whether it's unconstitutional
who spoke on the condition of anonymity because of the sensitivity of for Wisconsin universities to prohibit
resident assistants from conducting
the subject, said he suspected that the
Bible studies in their dormitories.
abuse wasn't isolated to the jail the
His request comes four months afU.S'-military discovered.
Is your computer slowing down
ter UW-Eau Claire ordered resident
Ussayran said abuse was taking
with viruses, spyware, unneeded
assistant Lance Steiger to stop leadplace across the country.
programs and popups? Having trouing Bible discussions in the basement
In five visits to a women's prison in
ble connectmg to the Internet? Not
of his dormitory.
Baghdad's Kadhimiya district over
sure howto install upgraded software
Resident assistants at the univermore than three months, the Human
or hardware, like a larger hard drive
sity receive free room and board and
Hights Ministry found that women
a $675-per-semester stipend in ex- or more memory?
were being raped by male guards,
The Association of Information
change for nurturing and counseling
Ussayran said, That problem continTechnology Professionals a student
dorm residents.
ues,
organization at Boise State, will reUniversity officials said that by orOne woman told the Human
pair PCs for free from 9 a.m, to 6
ganizing and leading Bible study in
Hights Ministry that she was raped
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 3, in the Lookout
seven times 011 the seventh floor of the dormitory, Steiger was placing
Room on the third floor of the Student
undue pressure on residents to parthe Interior Ministry, which is nototicipate. Officials said he was free to Union Building.
rious to some Iraqi Sunni Muslims
The repair fair is limited to the first
participate in, or lead, the group elseand home to intelligence offices, The
100 registrants. For more information.
where on campus.
Human Rights Ministry investigated
or to register visit www.aitpbsu.org/
A national organization
called
that, and Ussayran said the problem
computer_repair.html.
Foundation for Individual Rights in
had been rectified.
Participants should bring in their
No one was able to estimate the ex- Education, state legislators and U.S.
PCs between 9 andll a.m. and comRep, Mark Green (H-Wis.) lambasted
tent of the abuse, butthe Iraqi govern-

world

Abuse of prisoners
in Iraq widespread,
,officials say
~-

national

Bible study ban
prompts questions

lncal/bsu

IT student group
offers free PC repair

•
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21 and over with ID
2801' Fletcher (off,27th + Fairview)

puters will be worked on in the order
they are received. Registrants only
need tobrlng their computer, pertinent software and any hardware that
may need to be installed; monitors,
keyboards and mice will be provided.
.
Volunteers will be outside in front
of the SUB to assist participants who
wish to drop off their PC before parking.
AITP is a national computer/technology organization with professional and student chapters. The second
annual computer repair fair is the
BSU chapter's community service
project for the semester.
The fair is free, but any donations received will be used to help
send students to the national AITP
conference in April.
The conference is educational and
also offers students the opportunity
to engage in technology competitions. During the past few years, BSU
AITP teams have stacked up well in
various competitive events against
teams from top universities across
the United States, receiving first place
finishes in Web site design, student
papers and systems analysis and
third place finishes in network design
and PC troubleshooting,

what the?
We just want to
, congratulate you ...
whap!
A New Jersey man won $5,000 with,
a scratch-offlottery ticket and went to
a bar in Bayonne to celebrate. But he
just couldn't keep the good news'to
himself.
"He was all excited and showing
peuple the ticket," said the bar's owner. After he left the bar that evening,
two men beat the guy senseless and
took the ticket.
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Colleges refine cafeteria options

MIU rAilYAPPRECL\TIONi)j6Ni-..

Chef Nacho Valenzuelasautes gourmet food at the
cafeteria of Chapman UntvarsUy, in Orange, California.

BY NANCY LUNA
The Orange County Register
SANTA ANA, Calif. - Chefs at a
busy Orange dining hall whip up
a gourmet lunch feast that would
make any foodie's mouth water:
blackened pollock drizzled with tomato coulis served over abed jambalaya, a fajita salad topped with
tender chunks of "hangar" beef
strips and deli sandwiches
made
with artisan bread.
The locally caught fish and regional dishes cater to 'the palate of
the buffet eatery's most demanding
customer: college students. Indeed.
The galloping gourmet has hit the
halls of academia.
National and local universities
are spicing up cafeteria menus as
more students prefer fancier fare to
traditional mess-hall meals.
Chapman University started rolling out Iresh-Mex specials, grilled
sandwiches,
vegan
rice bowls
and pan-scared
salmon this fall.
Coming soon at Cal State Fullerton,
woks will move near serving lines
to showcase fresh stir-fry meals,
while UC Irvine plans to add a sushi chef and specialty concessions
in 2007.
"I think freshness is a big deal
with students
who want to feel
like they are getting a meal that's
not from a chafing dish," said Kurt
Borsting,
director
of Cal State
Fullerton's Titan Student Union,
Though the days of college-grub
staples, meatloaf, Salisbury steak
and spaghetti, are not completely
over, food-service
providers are
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finding financial value in injecting
flair into he-hum menus. College
cafeterias are projected to generate $11.1 billion in sales in 2006, up
from $10.1 billion last year. At the

same time, research shows colleges can gain a competitive edge by
serving restaurant-quality
food:
"We are looking to be a cut above
the rest of other universities,"

.
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Joseph Kertes, Chapman's
dean
of students, said. Experts say it's a
smart move. Campus food service
ranks third behind academics and
location as the most important factor students consider when choosing a college, according to Porter
Consulting
Worldwide, an independent
food-service
consulting

PHOTO COURTESY KNIGHT RIDDER TRIBUNE
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firm.
"We arc finding that when a student ranks the first two equal, then
food service will make or break a
decision," said Robin Porter, president of the Washington D.C.-based
firm. This is triggering food providers such as Sodexho Inc., whose 900
college clients include Chapman, to
break new ground at college dining
halls across the country.
Last month, the Maryland food
contractor
opened
at George
Mason University an upscale.futlservice restaurant
that's expected
to serve cocktails. Earlier this year,
Sodexho also organized
its first
summit of students to gauge campus cravings.
.
Among its findings:
Students
want weekly meal varieties, organic options, menus reflecting the diversity of their campus and madeto-order dishes. In other words, the
"sloppy Joe Monday" mentality is
out, said Erin Gaynor, a Chapman
senior who served on Sodexho's
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ASBSU recognizes Dec. 1 as World AIDS Day

FOR

BOISE S~UDENTS AND FACULTY

ON CAMPUS

BSU 10.
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BY RYAN MORTENSEN
News Writer

Senators
of the
Associated
Students of Boise State University
passed a resolution
that would
support BSU in recognizing Dec. 1
as World AIDS Day.
Sponsored by Sen. Texie Evans
and supported
by BSU Health,
.Well ness, and Counseling Services
and the. Volunteer Services Board;
the
resolution
designates
the
week of Nov. 28, 2005 as mY/AIDS
Awareness Week.
Over 1 million Americans currently live with mv, according to
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention.
According to the resolution, over
half a million Americans have died
of AIDS, and to date there is no cure
for AIDS and no vaccine for mv.

Over 1,000 cases of mv and AIDS
have been reported by the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare's
STD/AIDS Program.
According
to
the
National
Institutes of Health, over 40 million people arc living with HIV
and/or
AIDS
throughout
the
world, a majority of which live in
Sub-Saharan Africa.
.. VSB has a variety of activities
that will be happening during this
week.
.
'
According to Taylor Newbold, director of VSB, sections of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt wlllbe shown from
Nov. 29 thru Dec. 2 in the Jordan
AB Ballroom of the Student Union
Building.
Eight
panels
of the
AIDS
Memorial Quilt, which in its full
display contains the names of more
than 113,40Q individuals who died

from AIDS or IIIV-related causes.
The panels commemorate
the
lives of those who have died from
AIDS and were sewn by the family members,
friends and lovers
of those individuals.
Tho quilt
has had more than 14 million
visitors since 1987, according to
www.aidsquilt.org.
Dec. 1 is World AIDS Day.
Representatives
from the lIlV
Services Clinic (Family Practice
Residency of Idaho) will be available to test people for HlV using
a 20-minute oral test test with no
needles or pain.
A candlelight
vigil has also
been scheduled
for tonight at 8
p.rn, in the Ann Morrison Park,
Circle of Trees.
Students are welcome to call the
Hl V Services Clinic for an appointment at 367-7038.

Senate to provide tea, coffee during finals
BY RYAN MORTENSEN
News Writer

The Associated Students of Boise
State University
Senate passed a
bill that was introduced with the
goal of helping students
relieve
some of the stress of finals week.
Sponsored by Sen. Wyatt Parke,
the bill will allow warm beverages,
including tea, coffee and hot chocolate, to be provided during the

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
of finals week for each semester of
the 2005-2006 school year in the
Albertsons Library.
According to the bill, ASBSU has
sponsored similar events in the past
to support students during finals.
It has become tradition to provide coffee in the Albertsons
Library since ASBSU convinced the
library to provide 24-hour access to
students during finals week begin-

conalso
Students
can
for
VSB
tact
Newbold
at
more information.

ning in 2002.
"I have never taken advantage of
hot drinks in the library, but 1 have
been given snacks and refreshments in the SUB last semester and
I was extremely grat<lful for the
power snack," Parke said.
Finals Relief coordinators
reported approximately
1,200 BSU
students
used the library during extended hours in the Spring
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Percussion group
creates

electlcbeats
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and
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InStruments

Percussion Group Cincinnati.is se'
perform in Boise Saturday night at
,
Bolse StateSP
BY TRAVIS ESTVOLD
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BY MARIANA BEKKE·R
• Culture

Editor

oise will be able to groove
to the beat of a different
drum when the Percussion
Group Cincinnati hits the stage on
Saturday Dec. 3, The musical ensemble, founded in 1979, is composed of three faculty members
from the College Conservatory
of Music of the University
of
Cincinnati,
Allen Otte, James
Culley, and Russell Burge.
This trio, commonly known as
"master musicians" by critics and
fans alike, have sparked the imaginations of audiences everywhere,
using anything
from amplified
cactus needles, newspapers, and
garbage cans to the traditional
sounds of drums, cymbals and
bells from around the world.
Otte came to the University
of Cincinnati
in 1977 with The
Blackearth
Percussion
Group
he co-founded in 1972. He is the
founder of the Percussion Group
Cincinnati and currently teaches
percussion instruments,
eurhythmics, composition,
and coaches.
and conducts
traditional
and
contemporary
chamber music at
the university. Otte is also a regular summer faculty member at
Oberlin where he has also done a

B

course in traditional and creative
music for Javanese gamelan.
Culley, the second member of
the group joined the faculty at
the University of Cincinnati
in,
1979 as an original member of
the Percussion Group Cincinnati.
He also has directed
the student percussion ensemble for the
past 18 years and regularly performs with the university student
steel drum band.
His CCM Percussion Ensemble
promotes new works by student
composers and specializes in performances of unconducted,
fullscore pieces.
In 1998 he received the Ernest
Glover
Outstanding
Faculty
(CCM) award. Culley has performed as an extra percussionist
in the Cincinnati Symphony and
Cincinnati Opera orchestras, and
freelances
as timpanist/percussionist in regional orchestras.
The last joining member of the
group, Burge, joined the CCM
faculty in 1992 as a member of
Percussion Group Cincinnati.
He was formerly the principal percussionist
with the West
Virginia Symphony and performs
regularly
with the Cincinnati
Symphony and Opera.
He has appeared
as a marimba
soloist
with the West

Virginia
Symphony,
Florida
Coast Symphony and the CCM
Philharmonia
Orchestra.
Burge
also teaches percussion, improvisation, percussion ensemble and
directs the school's steel band.
On top of his career as a professor and member of the Percussion
Group Cincinnati, Burge is an active jazz vibraphonist
who has
recorded
for J Curve Records,
Human
Records,
Telarc
and
WVXU.
His jazz compositions
are featured on the 1995 recording of
Reverse Wave.
The
Percussion
Group
Cincinnati
regularly
performs
community concerts and teaches
workshops and masterclasses
in
the Cincinnati region, The group
also appears as concerto soloists with symphony
orchestras
and has presented their program
"Music From Scratch" to many
children across North America.
This in-school children's concert is a "recipe" in which each ingredient contributes to make the
whole greater than the sum of its'
parts, according to the Percussion
Group Cincinnati's Web site.
The members of the group say
"Music From Scratch" is about the
creation of useful and expressive
music, and the instruments which

•

make that music, throughout the
history of the world and all of its
people.
Percussion
Group' Cincinnati
is well-known for its knowledge
of and experience
with the en-:
tire range of the music of world
renowned
percussion
musician
John Cage, having made tours
and festival appearances
with
hiin on a number of occasions
in Europe and in America. Cage
has also created pieces especially
for the group.
The group's work appears on
various albums, including their
own ars moderno label. .Their recording of "Strange and Sacred
Noise" was recently released in
surround sound this year, and now
the group is currently completing
an album of the percussion music
of Qu Xiao-song, and will soon
commence on an integrated set of
the complete music of Cage.
The concert begins at 8 p.m.
and will be held at Boise State's
Special Events Center. Regular
admission is $10, but Boise State
students, faculty, and alumni can
purchase discounted
tickets for
$5, Their chamber music pcrfor-.
mance will include classics, new
music, and unique pieces written
for the group by young composers
from all over the world.

Columnist

I was selected for jury duty
-this week. (OK, to be honest,
I was selected for jury duty a
month and a half ago, but I
had it pushed back until just
after Thanksgiving. Good call
.on that one, Travls.) Hooray!
'l finally get to fulfill my civic
duty. I get to participate in the
highly-heralded
American
justice system, I get to hold
the fate of a man (or woman)
in the palm 'of my winterabused, chapped hand, This
should be an exciting' time
for a young college student,
right?
Perhaps - but not for this
particular one.
Much as my important decisions usually do, my lack of
foresight in delaying my jury
duty has left me speechless piles and piles of homework
and school projects are creating pressure on my chest that
even a deep-sea submersible
wouldn't be able to withstand.
And to top it off, I might have
to hang out around the courtroom all day.
Sure, I'll get paid to be
there, and I'll get free lunches.
(In another time and place,
that would be two-for-two!
Especially the lunch thing.)
But why did it have to be now?
I had a presentation to give on
Monday and was scheduled
to give two more today. I had
a case study. in the most difficult class I've ever taken in
college due last night (which
sources tell me was a failing
effort), and let's not forget my
obligation to churn out a col- .
umn for this paper - which
had better be witty, lest I catch
more flack than an LAPD kevlarvest.
My complaint is this. Why
didn't they tap me for this
kind of task during the summer months when I had nothing better' to do than run
around at the gym all day? Or
over Christmas break, when
I might whine that I'm on vacation, but when the money
would come in extra handy?
"Well, me so sorry," were essentially
the sentiments
of
our city's court when I tried to
tell them.
Several of my friends have
lobbed excuses at me as to
how I can try to get out of
serving on a jury - they tend to
range from quasi-legitimate
to downright sneaky:
1. Tell the jury commissioner you are a student. Wrong.
For your information,
they
don't care, though I've heard
if you put an aggressive parent on the phone they may let

you slide.
2. Tell them you are a member. of the media. This may
be highly irrelevant to you,
but it's the truth for me. And
again, if the court is' busy
enough, they don't care. "Last
month, we had a district court
judge serve on a jury" I was
assured when trying to call
and shirk my commitment.
Apparently, ifhe had to serve,
then a member of the student
media- no matter how clever
a column he writes, or how
handsome he is - is SOL.
3. Show up late to everything - they don't want an irresponsible person on a jury.
I just don't think I could subscribe to this one. I abhor being late to anything,
and it
would break-my heart to see
someone get mad at me for
tardiness
- especially when,
for once, the cause wasn't a
sick pet or a rerun of "Star
Trek" I just couldn't pass up.
4. Find out what crime the
defendant
is being accused
of, tell them you've done the
same thing before (excepting
murder charges, I hope) and
. that you agree with what they
did. This is the one I've been
avoiding most, but if my back
is against the wall, we'll see
what happens.
5. Write a column about the
whole damn thing. Well, that
one was my suggestion - and
ultimately, the only course of
action rendered effective.
So, anyway; ladies and gentlemen of the jury (on which I
may have to serve in the next
two days), if you sit next to me
and it looks like I don't want
to be there, I apologize. Rest
assured, it's not your personal hygeine that's making my
face contort like that. I know, I
know, we all have places we'd
rather be - work, home, Aruba
- but if I fail one of my classes as I while away a day in a
downtown
courtroom,
I'm
going to be angry. Like, really
angry. Incredible Hulk angry,
even.
And I'm goingto chase down
Your Honor and have him or
her do my homework for me
when I retake said failed class
next semester. Yeah, just see
how much you like statistics!
That robe and gavel will earn
you no clout in a COBE classroom, I assure you.
Premeditated
judicial
stalking is a crime in this
county, you might be uttering to yourself. OK, alright
- I'll plead guilty to that. But
try and prove it. The way I understand it, humor columns
are inadmissible
in court. Or
that's what I've been telling
people, anyhow.
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Opera Idaho presents, for the first time
ever, "Opera Idaho Sings Christmas." Performances will be held Saturday night at 7
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.

Ring in the holiday season
to the sounds of Opera· Idaho
formance will be iJ matinee at 2
p.m.
Tickets are $20 for adults and $3
Cold winter nights saunter in as for children in advance, but may
November drifts away. Snowcan be also be purchased at the door for
seen fluttering about in the moun- . $25 and$5.
According to the Opera Idaho
talns surrounding Boise, With only
two and a half weeks left of school, Web site, "The primary mission of
Opera Idaho is to fund and produce
the holidays seem more inviting
than ever. Closer to Christmas Eve, grand opera of the highest possitraditional Christmas carols tend to ble professional standard, in Boise
and throughout the state of Idaho,
lose their cheer, but this Saturday
and to foster wider acceptance, apand Sunday at the Egyptian Theatre
preciation and enjoyment of opholiday tunes will be gracefully
era and related art forms in young
sung.
people and adults of all social and
Por the first time ever, Opera
Idaho presents Opera Idaho Sings economic backgrounds, through
diverse educational and outreach
Christmas, a unique two-hour
programs."
rendition of music from Handel's
Marketing Associate' Cariana
"Messiah" and other familiar holiday songs. The Friday show will Christi ani said that this event is a
great opportunity for college stustart at 7 p.m. and Saturday's perBY AMBER FUGER
i\sslstant

Culture Editor

dents to get out and enjoy opera at quainted, as the program will be
very familiar music," Christiani
an affordable cost. "We hope that
if we get enough community in- said.
Resident company members
terest, that we can make this an
of Opera Idaho and Opera Idaho
Opera Idaho Christmas tradition,"
Children's Chorus in this special
Christi ani said.
The director of this hopeful tradi- 'performance will perform "Opera
tion in the making is resident com- Idaho Sings Christmas." Also, at the
end of the performance there will
pany member and internationally
be sing-along for all in attendance.
acclaimed soprano Leslie Mauldin.
Doors for the Saturday show will
Those familiar with the Idaho opopen at six and for the Sunday show
era scene might recognize Mauldin
from her star role of Violetta Valery -doors will open at one. For more inin Opera Idaho's October perfor- formation log onto operaidaho.org.
The weather this weekend. might
mance of "La Traviata." Mauldin's
be a little frightful, but inside the
directing experience includes the
magnificent walls of the Egyptian
2001 season outreach' production
of "La Boheme," "Suor Angelica," Theatre in downtown Boise, the
and the 2005-2006 presentations of mood will be simply delightful. If
you have no place to go, let Opera
"Opera Under the Stars."
Idaho serenade you with a few holi"This is a great way for people
who are new to opera [to) get ac- day classics.

Bet the latest senopun Elvis-sightings and
Paris Hilton's extraterrestrial experience
-BY HEATHER

FLYNN

Culture Writer

"When [Paris Hilton] began extolling the apparently infinite perfection of her flawless no-tan-lines
body, itwas all I could do notto turn
the proton blaster upon myself. Just
as she began to describe her daily
beauty routine, I opened the vacudoor and shoved her out," explains
Vortox, a visitor from the planet
Runyon, in "The Weekly World
News' " Aug. 2, 2002 report on the
rejection of Paris Hilton by alien
body snatchers.
The full details of this story, along
with 25 years worth of other paranormal and bizarre reportings, are
now available in the newly released
"Batboy Lives," a compilation of the
most extraordinary headlines ever
to grace the pages of the "Weekly
World News." The "WWN" is a
newspaper that, as "Batboy Lives"
author, David Perel, puts it, reports
the stories that are "simply too
scandalous, too risque, or too dangerous for so-called reputable news
sources to print." And now, thanks
to "Batboy Lives," there is no need
to secretly read these "risque" stories in the checkout line at the supermarket, squinting from afar and
attempting to look disinterested.
"Batboy .Lives" gives both the
conspiracy-theorist and the skeptic a chance to revel in historical
UFO sightings, government coverups and supernatural happenings.
Whether you believe these stories,
or simply like to mock the people
that do believe them, their wild

popularity is indicative of their
value as cultural commentary. For
example, the "WWN" insider scoop
on heaven is that you can "eat all
you want -without ever getting fat!"
Is it true? Maybe not, but this is the
Nirvana-story that sells inAmerica.
The stories collected in "Batboy
Lives" do more than egg on distrust
of the govp.rnment and press; they
tell the stories oft he most farfetched
hopes, fears, dreams and cultural
icons of tlie American people.
"Batboy Lives" is divided into six
chapters, each one focusing on different topics. Chapter one is a collection of articles about science
and technology, such as the "Do-ItYourself Stomach-Stapling Kits" report, and the story finally crediting
. the scientists that uncovered the
root of "old-person smell."
Chapter two, entitled "Alien Blob
ate my Truck," is all about the paranormal happenings only found in
the archives of the "WWN."Chapter
three is designed for all the Bigfoot
and Nessie (the Loch Ness monster)
fans. It covers the many bizarre
stories involving these legendary
monsters, as well as the earliest stories about Batboy, the mutant-freak
showcased in the title of the book.
The next two chapters detail celebrity stories (such as the famous
"Elvis is Alive" story, the first post-
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NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
SPECIALS!
FIESTA

'.

FRIDAY

TINGLE LOTlON5 'O~~ OFF
BUY A LOTION ON SPECIAL, GET A FREE WOLFF TAN

BEACH

nn()rl~~lr.(;

FRIDAY

ALL BRONZINC LOTiONS
ARE

100/0 OFF

"

1020 BetACONST_. BOUlE 10
OPEN

7

CAYD

336·0006

A. weEK

_T_h_e_S.y_m_...
..... l?"_~s ion
Cocktail Lounge
21 a nd Ol'er

Internet Juke Box
Play what you want to hear

- ID Required

Daily Specials
Jack Daniels $3.00
Tue - 44 North $4.00
Wed - Chili Bombs $4.50
Thur.- lagermiester $3.00
Sun - Bloody Mary $3.00
MOll -

Happy Hour
4 - 6 Mon - Sat
·5 - 7 Sunday

2801 Fletcher. off 27th & Fairview
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That's Opportunity knocking
when you join • .
exclusive, member-only
access to jobs. and internships.

Jor Women

Let our Roma1lce Specialists
help you create a more intimate
COtlnectUm with 1I011r partner
which

humous Elvis-sighting ever to be
recorded), as well as religion and
prophecy reports (A pizza delivery
at the Last Supper?).
The last chapter is entirely devoted to secret political scandals.
Osama and Saddam's torrid love-affair is laid bare in these pages, and
there is a three-page layout devoted
to Bill Clinton's three-breasted intern, A small section explores the
real reason' John Kerry "has such
a drooping face-and zombie-like
manner." (You'll never guess which
former vice president controls his
mind!)
"Batboy Lives" is more than just
a collection of monsters, threebreasted interns, and possessed

presidential candidates; it also offers readers many helpful tips and
extras not previously reported. In
chapter one, readers discover how
to tell the difference between an
android and a clone. Chapter three
presents a concise guide to evolution, which begins with aliens, includes the rare species "Hohohorno
sapiens" (Santa Claus), and ends
somewhere along the lines of a talking coconut. These entertaining
extras can be found all throughout
the book, and are sure to interest
the regular "WWN" reader, as they
have never been published before.
Perhaps you like to keep up with
the latest Bigfoot kidnappings or
Paris Hilton abductions. Maybeyou
believe that the presidential cabinet
was shrunk by a team of doctors in
an attempt to make George W. look
taller. Are you suspicious that your
toilet is, in fact, a portal to another
dimension? Or do you marvel at the
idea that there are people out there
that actually believe these stories?
In any case, "Batboy Lives" is a read
that will satisfy your search for the
"truth," as well as your search for
a laugh at the expense of the gullible, and enlighten your vision of
American popular culture.
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Holiday Family Concert .
7:30 p.m,
Morrison Center
Main Hall

Returning Women's
.Discussion Group
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m,
Women's Center

.Punk Monday presents
The Dwarves
The Bouquet

13
..
GI'obal Funk
Terrapin Station
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Open Jam Night
Every Sunday
The Bouquet

Festival of Wreaths
Meridian call 888-2187
for more information
Art Exhibit: Mike Finn
Fulton Street Theatre
through Dec. 23

E;DU:J1~5::t1J~
Author Paul Evans
Book-signing and reading
7 p.m. Barnes and Nobles Booksellers

Comedian Art Krug
8 p.rn, Funny Bone

Punk Monday
presents The Dwarves
The Bouquet

Junkyard Bandstand
The Bouquet
"A Chorus Line"
Stage Coach Theatre
Dec. 1-4

"'ft.
-.'ft~."""'7.'tt::.'"""""".
".1
b~'~",u·i;[.cU'I;~~:1i·~
Torn up Tuesday
.Greyscale
The Bouquet

"A Christmas Carol"
The Broadway Musical
Music Theatre of Idaho

r;~'ft""~;Jr!t'.::·~~;1
1"·-"'c:;;v.~":;~;"I';"l~.'fi;;~

"Best Christmas Pageant Ever"
sotse Little Theatre
Dec. 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 15
and 16 at a p.rn.
Dec. 11 at 2 p.m.
and bee. 17 at 7:30 p.rn.

------_ ...... --- -_.---...-...-------_ ...

. "The Grinch or How the
Winch Stole Christmas"
The Alano '
Friday and Saturday evenings
at7:15p'.m.
Sunday nec.ts at 2 p.rn,

Mamas Cookin'
Terrapin Station

-

Boise Tours:
Annual Holiday Light Tours
Call 342;4796 for
more information
Clumsy Lovers
Big Easy

Winter Garden aGlow 2005
6·9 p.rn. Idaho Botanical Gardens
'Dec. 2-4 and Dec. 9-Jan. 1
~~~'
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Eric McFadden Trio
Terrapin Statton
1332 Records' Punk Monday
;rheBouquet, also Dec. 19 and Dec. 26
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arewn Bag Lecture
Noon-1 p.m.
Idaho Historical Museum
Glenn Beck-Premier Radio Networks
7:30 p.m. Morrison Center
Global Funk
Terrapin Station

1:f)e~fl2J{[j
Comedian Vic Henley
Funny Bone through Dec. 18
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Comedian J Scott Homan
Funny Bone through Dec. 11

Christmas Trolley
Every Saturday between
Thanksgiving and Christmas

Sol:.~lbe,Crash,~our~;":

,··ft-

[De~
Boise Community Radio
Benefit Concert
The Bouquet

qp~

..

Author Mary Jane Butters
Book signing and reading
2 p.m. ,
"
Barnes and Nobles' Booksellers
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FreakWater
and The ,Zincs
.
sp.m.-l1 p.~. Neurolux

" Thursday.
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S_xual.Health
Awareness Week (2S-2)

Sexual Health
Awareness Week (2S-2)

Dow.ntown Boise '

- - --_.

Tamarack Resorts
Rock 'n,'Racquets
7 p.m, Taco Bell Arena

.

"
Mamas Cookin'

I

Terrapin Station
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Last Day of Classes

Holidays Around
the World
11a.m.-2 p.m,
SUBJordan Ballroom

CllImsyLovers
Big Easy

Slimkidzs Liberation Tour
The Bouquet

"

._.-- ..._-_ ..--_.~_....-
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Dec. 10
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16
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Winter Commencement .
10 a.m.-12 p.m,

Taco Bell Arena

'"

Rock the Holidays:
XEX; Mark of Kain,
Question Authority
The Bouquet

I'
,"

. I"
I"

I

I
I.

31

I

Slimkidzs Liberation Tour:
Tre Hardson (Pharcyde), Kim Hill (Black Eyed Peas),
Helruspecs, Pocket Dwellers, Kamphire Collective
The Bouquet

New Years Eve Bash:
$OUL PURPO$E

Dec. 9

.,
'"
I

Around BSU
ILl
C.,;~,~:,Li
Blood Drive

"Crazy Eight"
Bachelor of Fine Arts thesis exhibition
Call 426-3994 for info
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
12 p.m.-5 p.m, Saturday
Through Dec. 13

Claudia Beagarie Exhibit:
Documented Migrant Labor Movement
7 a.m.-11 p.rn,
Daily Student Union Gallery
Through Dec. 7 •

SUB Jordan Ballroom A&B
Open 8 a.rn, - 5 p.m. Free event.

-----

FREEHIV Testing
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
SUB Shipman ~oom

-------------------_.
, HIV/ AIDS Awareness Week
Information
11 a.m-i

11:30 a.m.-1,:30 p.m,
Women's Center

Salsa Dancing

f'l""\wa7k-~

Lessons with Mansi
3 p.m.-5 p.rn. Cultural

ii~U~d"~Center

................... ------_ .......... -------------Percussion Ensemble Concert
7:30 p.rn,
Morrison Center B125

booth

p.m, SUB
-_ ..__ ......... _-_ .. ....... ---

---_

Performing Arts:
Theatre Majors Association
Presents Fall Showcase
7:30 p.m,
Morrison Center, Stage II
www.boisestate.edu/student.org/tma
for more Information

----------_ ... _----------Senior recital

Mike Robinett, Trumpet
7:30
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Free'
.. ... ......
..... ..... ... _-:"' .... --"":-

-_ ---_ _--_ _--------- - -_

World AIDS Day
Candlelight Vigil
Come remember those living with HIV
and AIDS.
Bringyour own candle and dress war'!1ly.
8 p.m.
Anne Morrison Park / Circle of Trees

Tuba Christmas
1 p.m.

~l

7:30 p.m.
Special Events Center

'I

u.~.~~
-Holidays Around the World
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
SUB Jordan Ballroom

-------

Senior Recital
Shanna Fehrs, Violin
Morrison Center Recital Hall FREE

.... ------_ ..-------_ ........ __ ... _ ..... --_ .............. ---Classical Performance Series:
Percussion Group Cincinnati
8 p.m. Special Events Center

~aWll;~.··

All Campus Concert Band

~ftB'~~~"'m

Morrison Center B125 FREE
3:30 p.rn. Grove
4:30 p.m. Capitol Rotunda
... .. .....
..........
--"'-"-"'''

-_ -----_

--f

Returning Women's
Discussion Group

9 a.m.-3 p.m.
SUB Jordan Ballroom

EDe'C:;~;i~!~}§~

Special Events:
AIDS Memorial Quilt

-_

[Dtro~.~]i
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kDecj:,L12;;:::;;';

-------_
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Finals Week Fury to Frustration:

Transforming Anger
12 p.m.-2 p.m ..
SUB AhFong

Rock Music Class Final·Concert
7:30 p.m.
Stage II Morrison

'".','

i§i~G~1~

......
.......

Center

Hoiiday Family Concert
7:30p:m

.. Morrison

center

Main Hall

Student Composition Class Recital

7:30 p.m.
- ,
Morrison Center Recital Hall C200

First AID/CPR Training
8a.m.~5 p.m.
SUB KIOSK Room
Free for faculty and staff
$45 students
.

~\"

Nutrition and Weight
Management Consultation
4:15 p.m.-5:15 p.rn,

.......

Fitness Testing and
. Wellness Room, REC Center

Winter Commencement

10 a.m.-12 p.m.
Taco Bell Arena

Kim Hill
The Bouquet
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Batboy

[from page

51

I took the chance to get inside
the head of a "Weekly World News"
executive, "Batboy Lives" author,
David Perc!' Here arc the things he
had to say about his newest publication, and the road that led him
his position at the "WWN."

.

I .'
I

What compelled you to
• go from the "Washington
Post' to the "National Enquirer?"
From there to the "WWN ?"
I had a very difficult child• hood. I was ostracized by
society, ridiculed for being different
and chased by angry mobs. Sure,
that's a typical upbringing for most
journalists, but I also lived in a cave

Q

A.

for a time and that's where I met Bat
Boy and well, the rest is hysteria ...

.

I've always been curious
• about the stories in the
"w ," 'but until "Batboy Lives!"
was published, I had never actually
read the stories (I just wasn't brave
enough to grab a copy off the supermarket shelfl). Some of them seem
so satirical; how seriously do the
writers take these stories?
Very seriously. I've seen
• grown men cry when thei r
stories were kicked back. Of course
I've seen those same men cry when
the bartender yelled "Last Call."

Q

A.

Q.

Are the stories made up,
• or' do people actually

A.

call them in?
Made up? Who could
• make
up
stories
about Bigfoot, Dinosaurs being
alive and space aliens?

Q.

In your introduction to
• "Batboy Lives!," you talk
about two, types of readers, type
A (those that believe the stories)
and type B (those that make fun of
the type As). Which type are you?
Why?
I'm type C. But medical
• privacy laws allow me to
not tell you why.

A.

Q.

What compelled you
• to publish a book like
"Batboy Lives!"?

A·

We wanted to make the
• world a better place. We
wanted to do our part to end world
hunger, promote debt relieffor poor
nations, help hurricane refugees
and work for world peace. Also,
there was money involved.

g.

how
bel?

During your work with
• "The National Enquirer",
id you avoid the issue of li-

A ..

(1) Truth is the ultimate
defense against libel. (2)
As one of my favorite lawyers once
told me, "the first amendment exists to protect unpopular speech."

'Q.

When did you take an in• terest in journalism? Did

.

Why do you think the
you ever think you would be docu• mutant freak, "Batboy,"
menting the bizarre stories that apbecame so wildly popular among
pear in the "WWN?"
.1 took an interest in jour- your readers, appeared in so many
• nalism when I realized I articles, and managed to make it
could seem somewhat sane next to . into the title of your book?
Because Batboy is mismy colleagues.
• understood by society,
Yes,I always thought I'd write this
book for "WWN." I knew it from the . he wants to fit in, he wants to be
like everyone else, but he is ostratime I was a small child.
cized ...wait, that's my story again.
Have you ever written or Urn, I think it's the ears.
• considered writing some
Any advice forall the jourmore ooks about your adventures
• nalism, writing and comwith "WWN", or perhaps based on
munication majors here at BSU?
some of the stories in "WWN?"
Yes, switch majors now or
Possible sequels are in the
• you better marry rich. If
• works.
not, I hope you like cold spaghetti
out ofa can.

Q

A

A.

.

Q

Q.

A.

A.
)
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ors
BY MIKE SHARP

Thursday
BSU @ Idaho State
7p.m.
Pocatello
Saturday
BSU @ Weber State
7p.m.
Odgen, Utah

Women's hoops

Sports Writer

The Boise State Broncos women's
basketball team is rolling.
Four games have resulted in four
victories. It is the best start the Institution has seen since 1999.
But It's not 1999 that is resting on
the minds of the Broncos'. They're
looking into the future; and the
near future has presented a chal-

Thursday
-Utah Valley State @ BSU
7p.m.
Taco Belt Arena
Sunday
Washington State @ BSU
1 p.m.
Taco Bell Arena

Wrestling
Sat/Sun
Cliff Keen Las Vegas Invitational
Las Vegas, Nev.

[SIDE
LINE] .
Taco Bell Arena
ready to Rock
The Tamarack Resort's Rock-nRacquets will have a full nightof activ. ities from the time doors open at 6:00
p.m., through the last point. Andre
Agassi, Steffi Graf, James Blake, the
world's No.1 doubles team ofBob and
. Mike Bryan, and Belarusian teenager
Viktorla Azarenka, the world's top
ranked junior, are on tap forTamarack
Resort's Rock-n-Racquets at Taco Bell
Arena at Boise State University this
Saturday.
The evening consists of several entertainment components, and will
launchwlthanautograph-signingsessian featuring Blake, the Bryans and
, Azarenka, at 6:00 p.rn. in Lobby 3 of
Taco Bell Arena. A OJ from the famed
Scratch OJ Academy in New York City
will handle the evening's musical entertainment, while BroncoVlslon (the
jumbotron) will provide non-stop
entertainment prior to play, and durlng breaks (highlight reels and more).
One of the sport's greatest showmen,
Wayne Bryan - father of the world's
top doubles team - will serve as the
Master of Ceremonies for Tamarack
Resort's Rock-n-Racquets.

Clady named freshman all-American
Offensive tackle Ryan Clady has
been named to a pair of Freshman
All-America Teams. The 6-foot-6Inch, 312-pound Clady was named
first team by Pat Forde of ESPN.com
and second team by Rlvals.com.
Cladyhelped Boise State finish the
regular season eighth In the country. in scoring and 15th in rushing.
Boise State averaged 215.8 yards on
the ground while scoring 35 rushing
touchdowns, the fourth most in the
, nation this season.

~

Clancy Shields
Ecommits to Boise State

..

:
~
..
~
~
::
:
::

Clancy Shields has signed a financial aid agreement to join the
men's tennis team this spring semester (January 2006). Boise State
men's head tennis coach Greg
Patton made the announcement
Nov. 29.
Clancy Shields, the younger
t brother ll! Bronco sophomore all~ American
Luke Shields, was a
~ member of the U.S. Junior National
;J Team and has represented the
~ United States on the Junior Davis
~ Cup Team In International
team
~ competition.
. .
~ During his junior career, Clancy
~won the Orange Bowl, the Eddie
tr Herr tournament and the Prince
Cup,. which are . considered . the .
three >mostprestigious
events .ln
~'jl,1~iQrtennis,Th~victode~m~~~
.~'J:ifulthll ~o; Iplayerintheboys:'
l-14s:diVislon;·.HeQlosrre,teJ:ltly;h,a~.,
•.
···.·,~'6~erirank~dln1he
top flveJn the,
.'~~.Mti~nih'the
'Si
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lenge.
Taco Bell Arena will hold two
home games in the coming week
for the Broncos. The first pins
Boise State against the dangerous
Utah Valley State Wolverines. The
second against a potent Pacific
10 Conference Washington State
Cougars team.
"Right nowwe're working on Utah
Valley:' freshman Jackie Thompson
said. "We look one game at a time.

'

-\

,

~PORTs]Trialsahead for Bronco women
Men's hoops

',"

,

De c e m be r 1 2 0 0 5

Right now they're the block In the
road."
And this block in the road has
caused a few teams to stumble already.
Fellow
Western
Athletic
Conference
team, Fresno State,
found the Wolverines too much to
handle as well on Saturday, Nov.
26. The Bulldogs were upset 7264. Utah Valley State followed that
big win with another on Tuesday

against Westminster.
"I'm really confident about our
team," sophomore forward Jackie
Lee said. "There Is a lot of talent on
our team. We still have things to
progress on but we're doing well.
"(Monday) was the first day that
we heard of Utah Valley. We heard
they beat Fresno. We were wondering where they beat them, but we

See Hoops
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Broncos
invited to
MPC Bowl

"
~ I,
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BY TREVOR HORN
sports Editor

The 11 seniors who thought they
played their last home game against
Idaho, get one last farewell.
Boise State accepted the invite toplay in the MPC Computers Bowl
on Dec. 28 at 2:30 p.rn. at Bronco
Stadium.
"It's a great opportunity to play in
front of our fans one last time," senior
offensive' lineman Daryn Colledge
said.
Colledge will set a school record
with his 52nd straight start as a Bronco.
He and only six other Broncos were a
part ofthe program the lasttime Boise
State played in the bowl then known
as the Humanitarian Bowl.
"It's a lot of great things for me.
It's going to be my 52nd straight start,
which is a Boise State record, which
is definitely important to me. It's a
cycle for me. This is where It started.
I played my first bowl game here, and
I'm going to play my last bowl game
here, so I'm excited," Colledge said.
Boise State will play a team from
the Atlantic Coast Conference, which
has not yet been determined.
Therearefourteamsthatcouldpossibly come to Boise. Boston College
and NC State are the two most likely
candidates. But don't count out the
chance for Florida State or Clemson
to play in the MPC Computers Bowl.
Florida State has lost two straight
and plays.. this Saturday against
Virginia Tech in the ACC Football
Championship game. A third' Joss
could doom the Seminoles for a larger bowl berth,' and could be a huge
crowd draw for the area.
For one senior, that's a way he
would love to go out as a Bronco.
"There's a possibility that it's
Florida State and that's always been a
dream school for me," senior running
back Lee Marks said.
For Boise State, this will be the first
time the team has played in the bowl
since 2002. In 2003, the team played
in the PlainsCapital Fort Worth Bowl,
beating TCU 34-31. Last season the
Broncos. played In the Liberty Bowl
against Louisville, losing 44'40.
There was no other logical choice
for Boise State than to stay home and
playa bowl game in Boise for the first
time for most of the players on the
team.
"I know a lot of the guys would like
the bowl experience arid would like to
travel, but I started here; I know what
happens. And I think they should experience that, and Boise has waited
a long time to have us here at home,"
Colledge said.
Athletic Director Gene Bleymaier
also said this was what he wanted for
the players.
"We are looking to play the best opponent that we can as a reward to our
players and we really think this will
provide us with the best opponent,"
Bleymaier said.
This will mark the sixth time the
Broncos have played in a bowl game
in the past seven seasons, and the
third appearance in this bowl.
In 1999, the Broncos beat LouisviUe
34-31. In 2000, the Broncos defeated
UTEP 38-23; and in 2002; the Broncos
beatIowa State 34-16.
For some 'of the. older players, the
memories are nothard to
·1 remember years ago When we
played in the last HUIfianitarian
Bowl, I think IVI'as a redshlrtfreshat the time," Marks said.·I reo
.. member saylng,'ldon't want to stay
· here. I Want gqsomewhere warmer:
ButnoWsince I am a senior I waittime
· more chance to play at home infront
of aU of OUr fans .. thete·snothingbet~
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Men's basketball takes first road trip
State Northern - butheldthe Lights to
just 18second-half points, and a decisports Editor
sive 82-46 win.
The Broncos have had an up-andJunior forward Seth Robinson
down, and back up again, first few credits the two big second halves to
weeks of the season. The ups have • the Broncos' ability to run the teams
been in the second half, though.
down in the first half to tire them out
"We need to start faster," Head
in the second half. Coach Graham
Coach Greg Graham said. "The last
said the downfall for the Broncos is
couple of games we've started on the
they still haven't learned how to conslow side ofit and we need to get going sistently score against zone defenses.
quicker and get off to a better start."
"Teams are going to try and make
The Broncos (2-1 overall, 0-0 us grind it out in the half court to try
Western Athletic Conference) were
and take away our running game,"
down sixathalftime against Montana
Graham said. "And we have to get
in the season opener before flrlng on good at that. And if we can get good
all cylinders and out-scoring the
at the half court, we'll be in good
Grizzlies by 37 in the second half for shape."
a 90-69 victory.
Graham and his players will now
Threedayslater,WeberStateplayed
get the opportunity to learn away
an effective zone defense against the
from Taco Bell Arena, playing the
Broncos, beating Boise State 66-61.
next three games on the road.
Again Boise State started slow
Tonight, the Broncos play in
against an NAIA opponent, Montana
Pocatello against Idaho State (2-1, 0-0
BY TREVOR HORN

IDAHO
downtown

matcha momentum'"

boise

,tit;.,.,

A nutritious source of lasting energy. We blend
matcha green tea with passionfruit-mango
juice, soyrnilk, peaches and mangos.

acai eye-opener1f,1

!Jf'l-

Newcomers Matt Bauscher and
Big Sky) at 7 p.m.
Tyler Tiedeman (both guards by
Saturday, the Broncos get the
trade) are leading the Broncos in rechance to contest their lone loss this
season against Weber State (3-1, 0-0 . bounding(6.0 per game). Once forwards Tez Banks and Seth Robinson
BigSky)at7p.m.
Boise State also needs to beable to get in the mix, and true freshman
center Kurt Cunningham gets used
get the ball inside.
"We need to learn how to play in- to Division I opponents, it should be
side out because to beat good, solid harder for teams to defend with the
teams, you can't live in one place. You zone - and should open up the offense even more for a team that leads
might beat them one night, but to be
good and solid you need to have a sol- the WACwith 25 three-pointers.
The Broncos are also the stingiid base of scoring," Graham said.
est
defense in the conference. Boise
The shooting percentage this seaState is giving up just 60.3 points per
son is evident of that. The Broncos are
game. A good deal of that goes to the
shooting a conference best 38 percent
defense of junior guard Eric Lane.
from three-point range, but are sixth
The Los Angeles native has struggled
in the conference in overall shooting
with shooting so far (40.6 shooting
percentage (46 percent).
percentage), but is averaging 2.33
Once the Broncos learn to consistently pass the ball and get used to steals per game - most in the open
playing against zone defenses, like court, leading to break-away scores
and opening up the offense in return
that of Weber State, as Graham said,
for the Broncos.
the team should be 'in good shape.'

Hoops

Get started and keep going with a~ai. (Ah-sah-yee.)
The juice of this Brazilian berry, infused with
guarana, adds antioxidants and omega fatty acids
into strawberries, bananas and soymilk.
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Jackie Lee leads Boise State In scoring this season/ and is in
the top six in the conference in points/ rebounds and assists.

MPC

ognition as one of the best run of
bowl games.
[from page 91
Said Boise State Head Coach Dan
"Hawkins, "I would say this andl rethe team.
ally mean it, going to the Fort Worth
"It's a great experience and 1
Bowl and the Liberty Bowl, and I rethink no matter what anyone tells
ally mean it. Nothing against those
you, I think you want to finish in
(games). I think Gary (Beck) and
front of your fans and you want that
his people and this bowl, they do as
last standing ovation and you want
good of a job of any place that I have
to have that last time to thank the
been in terms of the organization
crowd. Just to play in front of them,
and things for the kids."
.you hope to bring them a win:'
Colledge said.
The off-field experience in the
MPC Bowl is also one thal gelS rec-

I""'"
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weren't worried. We're not too
worried. It's just another gamc
to go in and play our defensive
concept. We haven't really talked
about it too much."
But Washington State is different.
The Cougars arc 4-1, with the loss
coming from Hawaii. Washington
State played some impressive ball
to start their season and to beat
them will be an accomplishment.
Thompson made sure to point out
.the humility of the Broncos whcn
facing a team like the Cougars, but
more importantly, the confidence.
"Our record is good because
people
weren't
expecting
it,"
Thompson said. "I think we're
good. We're not overconfident. Wc
know we're stip a small team that
needs to work on some stuff; but if
wc play together as a team we can
beat anybody. We're never scared.
No ...we're not scared."
In the last meeting on Nov. 19,
2004, tho Cougars beat the Broncos
61-48.
"Only one thing has really been

And for the players, the added
benefit of some of the off-the-field
activities are fun, too.
Marks remembered his';tlttie'in··/
the snow, "It was fun, We got to do
some snowmobiling, I got to throw
snowballs at the coaches."
But for' Marks and his fcllow seniors, it's more about playing one
more time at Bronco Stadium, and
getting the 10'1.win of the season.
"This is a great fecling, 1just had

mentioned," Lee said. "I guess last
year (the Cougars) really killed us
on the rebounds. It was a big game
and went to whoever got the rebounds. If we crash boards and do
what we know we're capable of doing we should be all right.
"We feel good so far. Like I mentioned to somebody else. Somebody
said that we were-going to win five
games this year. That makes these
games big. To come out with a win
will be even bigger for us."
Lee summed up the importance
of the weekend .
"Every game from here on out
. is critical," she said. "Whether
the team we play is not ranked or
ranked we need to come out and
play like it's our last game. We've
got a lot to prove; not to ourselves
but to a lot of the people around
us.
"If we go in and beat them it'll
be really good for us. We play
one game at a time. We're thinking about Washington State and
Utah Valley just as well. They beat
Fresno. There's not telling what
could happen. We just have to play
hard like it's our last game."

chills
Marks
getting
'on'1'he

.Career Center
Services
• .Career 'Planning
• .Major Exploration
• .Job-SearchAdvising
• Internship Information
• Interview. Training
• Job Listings
• .Resume & Cover-Letter
.Assistance.'

going through my body,"
said. "Just thinking about
that one more opportunity
Blue."

Have qucstions,comments,
or story ideas? Call the Arbiter
Sports Department at 345-8204
[xI03] or send an e-mail to
sports@arbiteronline.com

Website
career.boisestate.ed

Call:
(208) 421£147
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A lesson for readers

The O.G.speaks up
Celebrities
like Snoop Dogg
need to get out of
politics
BYLIZHUERT~

H~LE

Opinion Writer

Since when do we listen to what
celebrities have to say? Much less
when they are rappers who might've
barely made it through high school?
Reading Calvin Broadus' (aka
Snoop Dogg) comments made me
crack up. Not because his comments were 'ha ha' funny, but because they were funny in a weird
way. It turns out this famed rapper/
original gangsta wants to somehow
get involved in politics by holding a
rally outside a California prison in
late November.
Snoop's "involvement"
with
the community had to do with
urging California Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger to grant clemency
to convicted murderer and Crips cofounder Stanley Tookie Williams.

Apparently the Governator was while claiming he was innocent.
I can almost see Snoop in 20
"dreading" the decision. If nothing
changes, Williams, 51, will still be years. He'll say something like, "I
stopped smoking weed ... I did it
executed on Dec. 13.
But Williams is no angel when it fo' the kids." Yes, he's involved in
coaching his son's football team,
comes to crime. He was convicted
but Snoop should keep it real inof. murdering four people' during
two robberies in Los Angeles in stead of putting up a front and try1979and has been imprisoned ever ing to be hard. While he's teaching
since. While in prison, Williams these kids how to play ball, he's
also presenting them two difhas gained international recognition for writing children's books ferent images of himself.
On one side, Snoop's
about the dangers of gang life and
a devoted father; on
was also the inspiration behind the
the other, he's pormovie "Redemption:' It's true that
he's doing a good thing, but would traying that gang- ~
he be writing books ifhe were still a sta image, which
appears
throughout
gangsta? I think not!
Sporting a white T-shirt that read his criminal records, his
clothing line, his lyrics
"savetookle.org," Snoop argued
that Williams inspired him to do and his videos. Of course
something-positive with his .life. kids will more than likely
look up to his gansta side
Hrnm, I'm wondering if smoking
than his fatherly image.
weed, pimpin', and slapping women
Snoop's street credibll-:
somehow fall into his being a better person? As far as I know, Snoop ity might be "Off da Hby,"
but his comments hold no meaning
was arrested in 1993 for selling and
possession of cocaine. Then, a year when. he doesn't lead by example.
later, he was accused of being an ac- As far as I can tell, he believes he's a
complice to a drive-by shooting. Of true pimp, but I don't see him makcourse, he bragged about the situ- ing any profits from prostitutes. He
also thinks of himself as a Crip and
ation throughout his lyrics In the
song, "Murder Was the Case," all is often seen wearing blue clothing

If a columnist's job is to get you talking,
then mission accomplished

or with a bandana hanging out his
jeans' back pocket. While he may
have good intentions, Snoop might
have done more damage than good
when it comes to this case.
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How about you work the hygiene out?
anything while I shower! It doesn't take long for
and what about those individuals who step into
the gy~ without checking their breath? The things to grow and spread.
Some people even have the nerve to sit on
machines aren't that far apart from each oththe benches in the dressing room or in the
I've been going the Boise State Recreation
er, but why should I have to put up with someCenter off and on for a little over a year. While' one's stinky breath? l;hese are the-same peo- . sauna butt naked!
Do I need to gothere? Yes,because it's straightthere, I've observed many instances that leave pie who be breathing all hard and talking all .
up open booty that makes me gag every time I
me puzzled and wondering. The people who up in your face.
see this. It's gotten to the point where I don't let .
stand out the most to me are the dirty ones and
There are also those people who don't even
my clothes, much less my skin, touch any surthose that are overly obsessed with their weight.
bother wiping their equipment down after they
face of these benches. It's sad to think our sociFirst of all, gyms are some' of the dirtiest
sweat all over it with their hairy, stinky selves. I
ety has become so lazy and dirty that no one's
places. Bacteria are everywhere from·the moknow one is supposed to get stinky and sweaty
safe
anymore.
ment you walk in the door, to the moment you while at the gym, but there are those who need
Why should I need to open doors using a napleave. It doesn't help to know that some people
to check themselves before exposing everybody
kin? Because of nastiness like the incidents
use the restroom and don't even bother washelse to their body funk.
. mentioned, I am forced to pack some anti-bacing their hands! What about those who don't
Then there are those who walk around the
terial hand sanitizer. Observing these dirty peobother to rub some deodorant on before hit-: dressing room and into the showers with no flipple makes me wonder about their upbringing. I '
ting the gym? Their odor is enough to make
flops on! Oon'tthey know thatthere are bacteria,
anyone faint.
viruses, e-coli and other invisible creatures liv- mean, who raises these pigs? Didn't their momo h, ing on the floor they walk on? Even though I have ma teach them about good hygiene?
_ '-:~-'-'-"':>.'\
...-"1i~.
. witnessed the janitor pressure-spray and scrub
Check out next Thursday's opinion column to
,.
..
..~~~ '.'.':'',:''0",
the showers down, it's not enough for me to
.
.__ ---=-' "';~ . feel safe touching or rubbing up against get the low-down on skinny girls at the gym.
BY LIZ HUERT~ H~LE
Opinion Writer
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You don't have the.
right to poison me
Given his pompous and inane
diatribe, "Put this in your pipe and
smoke it," Steven Patrick sounds
.like the typical brain-damaged
'tobacco addict. The use of tobac.co has never been a "mainstream
middle class activity." Rather, the
use of a tobacco constitutes a serious' drug addiction. Puh-leeze!
. Patrick's "bicyclists and skateboarders" don't kill 65,000 inno'cent Americans, as does toxic to-

y

all levels has an obligation to prohibit this killer in all public place
and workplaces, indoors and out.
Only the tobacco people and their
"friends" continue to dispute the
facts.

Dave Johnson
Hurst, TX 76105

No gays in the military
In the November 28th edition of
The Arbiter, Boise State University
student Woody Howard was quoted
as saying the military "doesn't need
to have a policy [for homosexuals).

Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
.topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state, and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both

Tllei\raiter
:~~~~:'
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Some are more successful than
others, without a doubt; you only
have to check the number of postNormally, I don't like to make ings and the frequency of how often George Carlin's "seven dirty
comments, good or bad, on the
words" pop up in those postings
work of my fellow Arbiter writers.
It seems unprofessional to me, to get ahandle on that. Some of us
and since we each work In differ- are ideologues of the first water,
some aren't, and those ofyou who
ent styles and approaches, I don't
see much use to it. However, I'm are regular readers have picked
up on that. You know who's going
going to make an exception this
to spout ideas you do or don't be. once, pretty much because I can.
lieve, and read or avoid them on
, Having been a college newspaper opinion editor myself, I know that basis. And that, right there, is
how valuable It is to have people why it's done.
Seem obvious? It's not exactly
who can do the work required of
an opinion section. Controversy common wisdom. Columnists
isn't enough; if something's poor- write in a certain style, and express certain opinions for a realy written or presented, nobody
son; what it boils down to is we
will give a damn no matter what
you assert. So, I wanted to take want to get people talking. Even
yelling will do, at least at first,
the opportunity to congratulate
Brandon Stoker on his work to- because.it gets whatever people
date for The Arbiter. From my are thinking out into the open.
perspective, he's done the best job Nothing is more damaging to a
this year of doing what an opin- body politic than silence. In siion writer should do, which is get lence, people lose privileges, lose
rights, ·Iose hope. And it always
people talking and fan debate.
starts with the individual; when
Some people, if they bothered
one person keeps quiet when they
to read this far, may be instantly pissed at me for saying such a have a chance to be heard, it gets
thing. They may think I'm tossing easier for the next person to do
my hat in his ideological corner, the same. So it goes.
When people talk to each other,
which would be a misguided assumption. They might think I'm there's always a chance someone
denigrating the folks who seem will listen. Enough people listen, a
to take the most umbrage at his movement could start and something might get fixed. Maybe it
work; those who think that aren't
gets screwed up worse, but hey,
even going to win the consolation
prize. What.I am saying is that his it's a risk that comes with free
articles, inflammatory as some will, Whether it comes from a deity, the government or your own
people see it, have engendered
some interesting debate and ideas convictions, it's a danger and a
being tossed around, in print and glory, and everything we do with
online. The relationship of sin- it can go a number ofways. But it's
gle-parent families to society, the harder to do alone, and it's much
separation between public and harder to do in a vacuum. Boil it
down,
that's
private roles,
what columquestions
of
nists hope to
personal
reColumnists
do: get you, the
sponsibilwrite in a certain
concerned and
ity: all of these
caring
readand more have
style, and express
ers, to fill that
emerged in decertain opinions
vacuum with
bates started
,your
hopes
by
Stoker's
for a reason; what
and thoughts.
work.
it boils down to is
Hupefully,
This
is
that's what you
we want to get
something we
get
from us. If
columnists all
people talking. ,
not,
we'll just
try to do to a ___________
try harder.
certain extent.
BY BR~NDON

NOLT~

Opinion Wrller

c,

'~~~

bacco smoke, which is truly the
mother of all chemical weapons.
Nevertheless, there are a myriad of .
laws regulating bicycle riding and
the use of skateboards. Further, the
toxic smoke from just one cigarette
produces ten times more pollution
than a motor vehicle. Each and every one of us has a long-standing
right to smoke-free air. There has
never been and never will be any
"right" to poison others with toxic
tobacco smoke. No one should ever
have to breathe the witch's brew of
carcinogens and poisons in' toxic
tobacco smoke. Govemment at

"·:~:

5lala" . . .'

EDITORS.

guest opinions and letters to the editor may columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community, and often. will
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu- be controversial, but they do not represent
racy of statements rnade Jn lettersto the the institutional opinion of the Arbiter or
editor; they reflect the Qpinion of the writ- . any organization the author may be affiliated with unless it is labeled as such.
ers. Opinions expressed by guest and staff
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The Don't Ask Don't Tell poliand I slept inches apart from one
They need to treat everyone the
cy
now in place establishes clear
another.
Situations
such
as
these
same." I disagree.
guidelines dealing with the probObviously, military members of are unique to the military experience, and are no place to allow ho- -lem, protects both gay and straight
a different sexual orientation are
military members by avoiding
.
not the same and can't be treated as mosexual behavior.
conflict, preserves military coIt's wrongto force the 99.8 percent
such. It's not a matter of discriminahesion and effectiveness, and as
tion; it's a matter of military effec- or so of the military that is straight
such is to be applauded rather than
tiveness. As a National Guardsman . to endure offensive and demoralizprotested.
who has spent months living in Air ing homosexual behavior by openly
Jonathan Sawmiller
Force dormitories, I know that al- gay military members.
When one signs on the dotted
lowing openly gay military memEditor's Note: Mr. Sawmiller
line and put'Son the uniform of the
bers would undermine the morale
United States Armed Forces, one wishes to point out that his letter
and cohesion of military units,
In basic training, I shared an signs up to serve his country, not to consists of his personal viewpoint,
not that of any branch of the United
be a captive audience forthe flaunt8 by 10 shower with 35 other men.
. States Armed Forces.
ing of homosexual ideals.
In field exercises, my fellow airmen

.
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CIusifi8d ads lIIIIy be p1acBd three ways:
emal1: c1aIIsiflIIds@arbitBran1ine.com
plums: 345-B204 x 100
or stop by the office at
605 UniVlll'Sity Drift
(BCI'llIB &am the SUB).
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SAY IT
** #1 Spring

Break Website! Low prices guaranteed. Free Meals & Free
Drinks. Bok II" people,
get 12th trip free! Group
discounts for 6 +. www.
SpringBreak
Dlscounts.com
or www.
LelsureTours.com
or
800-838-8202
African-American
Egg
Donor
Needed.
Earn
$4000+. Northwest Egg
Donation is seeking an
African-American
Egg
Donor between the ages
of 21-29. Donor must be
in good health, college
educated,
non-smoker,
reliable and responsible.
Northwest Egg Donation
welcomes all ethnicities.
For ·more
information
view our website: www.
northwesteggdonation.
com or call Tiffany at
(208) 695-6644
PerslanlMiddle
Eastern Egg Donor Needed.
Earn $4000+. Northwest
Egg Donation is seeking
a PersianlMiddle Eastern
Egg Donor between the
ages of21-29. Donor must
be in good health, college
educated,
non-smoker,
reliable and responsible.
Northwest .Egg Donation

welcomes all ethnicities.
For more information
view our website: www.
northwest
eggdonation.
com or call Tiffany at
695-6644
School
Health
insurance too expensive!! Visit
www.IdahoInsuranceServices. com
Blue Cross
Blue Shield plans or call
Jeff Anderson at 208-5233340.

SELt-IT
1989 Cadillac
Deville
Looks nice, FWD, runs
great, spacious, well maintained engine. $1195/0bo
344-1221.
2.1 GHz
Computer,
512MB, 80GB HD, AT!
9600SE VC, CDIDVDROM, call 880-8594.
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250; sacrifice
$499. Call 888-1464
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$899, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.

December

01 2005

Full ~Ize orthopedic set.
Brand' new in package.
Sacrifice

WORK IT

$99. Call 921-

6643.
King size pillowtop mattress set, brand new in
bag. Must sell, $199. Can
Deliver. 921-6643.
Queen

PllIow Top mat-

tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $139.
Can deliver. 921-6643

Private LivingAreas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
All Utilities And Basic

Cable Included
Queen

Tempurpedlc

style visco memory foam
mattress set. Brand. new
in plastic. Retail $1599.
Must sell $399 855-9688
SEXY FURNITURE FOR
SALE! 608 N Orchard II

.RENT' IT

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
All utilities

I bath house,

I block from BSU, washer/dryer, AlC, $695mo. +
deposit call 284-8527.

SHOP FOR FURNITURE ONLINE
www.boisefurnitureonline.com

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Gradient
Ann and
Hatteras
Ward off
One
Hemingway
Items of info

ture? Join the newest
. team. Become a member

included,S.

Career Center

walk from BSU. Coin-op

BroncoJobs

avail. on premise.

$3651

mo. Call 462-3974
F

Roommate

wanted .

Fairview/Mitchell,

$295/mo.

, ALSO,
Smile,

I

w/util.

of the JUNGA JUICE
team. NOW hiring adventure guides (staff) for its
Broadway-store,
close to
University.
Competitive
wages. csn Joel Fox 208-

On-and
off-campus Jobs
and Internships
for current and

$325/mo.

w/util.

BOE.

Drug

344-2887,631-4155,377-

BroncoJobs

Call Janet

1377

http://career.boisestate.edu

responsible,

@\h'tj"'I"i",I.i"jfji.

Roommate wanted to live
in 3bdl2ba

house in SE

Boise, 10 min from campus. $300/010. 859-3961

Casino Party Dealers.
Age 21'+ - must be' fun,
friendly and outgoing! 4-8

commlbonus

Large quantity
Solutions
Was dressed in
Wasp homes
Malay seamen
Right-angled
joint
11 Outmoded
camera
accessory
12 Carryall bag
13 Fricassee
18 Church parts
21 Minor devil
25 Fly single
27 Pacino and Hirt .
28 Touches gently
- 29 Subway stations RR-'-t~'::"
31 Part of HOMES
32 Catch sight of
33 Bump into
34 Car shaft
50 Fade out
35 Tenor Luciano
52 Rigorous
37 PoetTeasdale
54 Planet's path
40 Flat-topped hill
56 Path to the altar
42 Running game
57 Celebrations
45 Seats for
58 Caught a few
.several
winks
47 Try some

street

from

how. Start part time wI
Primerica, a subsidiary of
Citigroup, and build a

or FIT eve/weekends

new career

re-

in Financial

Services .. Instruction pro-

quired. Call 343-13i7
You can be an entrepre-

vided. For more info. call

......
208-938-2676.

neur. We'll show you

Refera friend to BoiseState'stwo year college.
The Larry Selland College offers over 30 different
Career training programs at the Boise and
Canyon County Campus locations.
,

.'

. Students can become:

• Professional Chef
• Marketing Specialist
• Public Relations Asst. • Landscape Designer
• Accounting Asst.
• Electronics Tech
• Office Assistant
• Diesel Mech. Tech.
• Broadcast Tech
• Robotics Tech
• And Many Morel
• Legal Admin. Asst
Many of our students get Jobs before they even
.
graduatel
Small Classes most limited to 20 students or less.
Outstanding Faculty with proven Industry
experience.
Real World Tralnlngl • Learn by Dolngl
Earn a certificate or associate degree In 4-24
months!
Free Tutoring, most credits count towards a
bachelors degree.
All ages and abilities welcome regardless of
preVious educational experience.
Advisors available to meet with prospective
students. GED also available.

work
869-

Call Todayl

2 0 8 • 4 2 6 • 1 4 3

Larry ~elland College

853-3515

horoscopes

Aries (March 21.AprilI9)
Today is a 9 - A long-distance'
relationship is full of surprises
now. You may be asked to provide
stability. Don't be afraid.

6
7
8
9
10

free

a non-profit

BSU. Phone workers PIT

Organized, self starter to
join local team affiliated
w/cutting edge tech firm.
Earn while you learn,

Today's Birthday (12·01·05).
You're confident this year, ready
10 tackle adventures you've found
too daunting before. Courage is
good, but remember, discipline is
also required.To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
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across

dining and spirits. Wages
place.

smoke,

for

Now hiring all postions
Leku Ona fine Basque

Checkout

No

Work

870-1063.

graduating
students

I bdrm victory/

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Rip-off
5 Tony Orlando's
group
9 Lane-crossing
turns
14 Volcanic flow
15 Lotion additive
16 Portion out
17 Business
. managers
19 List of
candidates
20 Traveling on foot
22 'Stitch
23 Sen. Kefauver
24 Pulverize
26 Springs
30 Investigations
33 Atlas irnaqe
36 Bed supports
38 Eat soup
impolitely
39 Checkup
41 Summer ermine
43 Hodgepodge
44 Sprites
46 Lean lover of
rhyme
48 Wager
49 Ribbed
51 Epic tales
53 Proportional
relationship
55 Does' mates
59 Overflow letters
61 Spielberg movie
extra?
65 Bizarre
67 Strait entrance
to the Gulf of St.
Lawrence
68 Take out bows
69 Unemployed
70 Thunder peal
71 WWII surrender
site
72
the line
(obeyed)
73 Experiment

ARE YOU THE CARING PERSON WE ARE
LOOKING FOR? We are:
Advanced Home Health
close to campus? Blimpie
Care - a non-medical
is now Hiring all posiagency. We are looking
for flexible companions, , tions, ideal for college
students. Benefits include
NA, CNA's, for our clifree meals, employee inents. Are youthat person?
If you are interested in centive bonuses and flexthis type of work, come
ible scheduling. Apply in
see us; at 1102 N Cole or person at III Broadway
call 321-7896
Ave. Or call 388·8802
Looking for an adven-

min bus ride, or IS min

bdrm,
2 bedroom,

hrsfweek, weekend nights.
Must know at' least one
casino game. very well.
208 338-5555 or email
constance@teamcasino.
net
Looking for a fun job

N

n

Sagittarius (Nov. 22·Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 - You're very
intelligent now. It's almost scary.
No need to worry, just relax and let
the revelations come through you.

Leo (July 23·Aug. 22)
Today is a 10 - You are the lucky
winner! Don'twaste a moment. Go
after the big prize right now.

Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
Today is a 4 - There's a lot on your
plate, even more on your mind.
Don't be squashed by obligations.
Keep moving!

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 5 - Your place may
be a mess, but there's creativity
occurring. Focus on that and don't
let the commotion mess with your
clear thinking.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a 6 - It's not a good day
to gamble, or take financial risks.
Do watch for ways to cut costs,
however. You could win a bonus.

Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 23)
Today is an 8 - This is one of those
maximum learning days that comes
every so often. The phase lasts
through tomorrow. Don't waste a
moment.

Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is a 7 - Delegate the decisionmaking to a person who has more
interest, expertise and talent in the
matter. In other words, hire a pro.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 - This could be a lucky
day for you, financially. Look
careful1y at what you're given, it
could be a lot more than expected.

12101/05
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Cancer (June 22·July 22)
Today is a 5 - There is a lot of work
to be done: and more coming in
all the time. Don't let it become a .
burden. Develop a good routine.

Aquarius (Jan. 20·Feb. 18)
Today is an 8 - Your friends are
there for you when you need
them. They can even come up
with the good ideas if your mind's
temporarily blank.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 5 - Great opportunities
for advancement beckon, if you'l1
take the risk. Go for it. Blast
through the glass ceiling. It's fragile
now.
(c) 2005, TRmUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight RidderTribune Information Services.
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WE NEED
THREE I"\ORE
PROGRAI"\I"\ERS.

)

USE
AGILE
PROGRAI"\ I"\ING
I"\ETHODS.

~
~
{l

i

AGILE PROGRAI"\I"\ING
DOESN'T JUST MEAN
DOING I"\ORE WORK
WITH FEWER PEOPLE.

FIND ME .SOI"\E
WORDS THI'>.T DO
I"\EI'>.N THAT AND
ASK AGAIN.

~
~

59' Go off, as milk
60 Ancient letter
62 Decorate anew
63 Fashion
magazine
64 Iditarod ride
66 Tire support

======~~~~~~3
THIS I"\ONTH'S
COVER. S TORY IS
"SHED POUNDS
BY YELLING
AT YOUR
CHILDREN.
H

~

~

:>

~

NEXT I"\ONTH WILL BE
"EAT YOUR WI'>.Y TO
BEING A BETTER
PARENT.
H

